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ABSTRACT

1

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation is a fundamental method for
modeling ensembles of particles. In this paper, we introduce a new
method to improve the performance of MD by leveraging the emerging TB-scale big memory system. In particular, we trade memory
capacity for computation capability to improve MD performance
by the lookup table-based memoization technique. The traditional
memoization technique for the MD simulation uses relatively small
DRAM, bases on a suboptimal data structure, and replaces pair-wise
computation, which leads to limited performance benefit in the big
memory system. We introduce MD-HM, a memoization-based MD
simulation framework customized for the big memory system. MDHM partitions the simulation field into subgrids, and replaces computation in each subgrid as a whole based on a lightweight patternmatch algorithm to recognize computation in the subgrid. MD-HM
uses a new two-phase LSM-tree to optimize read/write performance.
Evaluating with nine MD simulations, we show that MD-HM outperforms the state-of-the-art LAMMPS simulation framework with
an average speedup of 7.6× based on the Intel Optane-based big
memory system.

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation computes the interaction
between a collection of particles. It is a common and general computational method, and gives scientists the ability to track particles
motion. MD plays important roles in various fields [9, 22, 40, 50, 85].
such as computational chemistry [34] and materials science [78],
bio-informatics [11], high performance applications [18, 57], etc.
For example, MD is an indispensable tool to interpret long timescale trajectories of relevant bio-molecular system for new drugs
and vaccines discovery [9, 40, 50]; MD at the nanoscale is often used
in semiconductor and integrated circuit design [22, 85] to study
thermodynamic properties. By performing MD simulation, these
systems and their thermodynamic properties can be obtained more
easily compared with experiments [36].
MD is typically compute-bound and not bounded by memory
bandwidth or capacity [39]. In particular, MD usually involves
a large number of particles; It iteratively computes energies and
forces between particles based on the computation of inter-particle
potentials. The calculation of potentials dominates the simulation
time (at least 90% of the total time) and has high computation intensity (4.6-71.5 flops per byte) [29]. This calculation is based on a data
structure of a few bytes to represent a particle, consuming small
memory even for a large-scale simulation. For example, the bulk
silicon simulation for 1M particles consumes only 3.6 GB memory,
which is far less than typical memory capacity in a node. The traditional performance optimization on MD focuses on increasing
instruction-level and thread-level parallelism by loop vectorization,
data alignment, and structure transformation [3, 25, 49]. Such performance optimization is bounded by processor’s theoretical peak
performance.
In this paper, we introduce a new method to improve performance of MD by leveraging the emerging big memory system. In
particular, we trade memory capacity for computation capability
to improve MD performance by memoization. This method is motivated by the emergence of big memory systems. Such a big memory
system is exemplified by the recent release of Intel Optane DC persistent memory module (PMM), which is able to provide up to 9TB
main memory in a single machine. Such a big memory system cannot be leveraged by the traditional performance optimization on
MD because of MD’s small memory consumption and computeboundness, but using memoization, we are able to transform large
memory capacity into performance benefit.
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INTRODUCTION
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The memoization technique, in nature, stores results of expensive
computation to a data structure, such as a lookup table, such that
when the same input happens, the results can be returned without
performing expensive computation. Existing work in MD builds
a small lookup table (hundreds of MB to tens of GB) on DRAM to
store pre-computed results [32, 35, 47, 54, 79]. Those efforts cannot
work well when applied to the big memory systems, because of the
following reasons. These reasons fundamentally limit the feasibility
of using the big memory to accelerate MD simulation.
First, the existing efforts replace the calculation of potential of
each pair of particles, which brings limited performance benefit
on the big memory systems. To ensure the performance benefit of
using memoization, the memory access latency to use the lookup
table must be smaller than the calculation of potential to be replaced.
Depending on processor architecture and particle-based model in
the MD simulation, the calculation of potential for each pair of
particles is at the range of tens of nanoseconds, which is smaller or
comparable to one-time search of the look up table on the traditional
DRAM. However, on the big memory platform whose most capacity
comes from slow memory (e.g., Optane DC persistent memory) with
the latency of a few microseconds for one-time search, replacing
the calculation of potential for a pair of particles with a search in
the lookup table cannot have performance benefit.
Second, the existing efforts limit the size of lookup table to tens of
GB due to the limited DRAM capacity, and the search performance
in the lookup table is not optimized for the TB-scale of the big memory. In particular, the existing efforts employ a one-dimensional
array. Such a data structure is not efficient to handle search and
insertion operations for a large scale lookup table, hence shrinks the
performance benefit brought by memoization on the big memory
systems.
Third, the existing efforts build the lookup table before MD
simulation. The table is loaded from hard drive at runtime. While
this method is feasible for a small lookup table, it causes rather
large storage cost for a TB-scale lookup table.
In this paper, we introduce a new memoization methodology
to accelerate MD simulation to address the above problems. In
particular, we partition the computation field in MD simulation
into subgrids, and replace all pairwise computation in a subgrid as
a whole. This brings much larger performance improvement than
the traditional pairwise-based approach. Furthermore, the lookup
table is based on a tree structure for fast search and dynamically
built at runtime. Leveraging the big memory capacity of persistent
memory, the lookup table can be at the scale of TB, leading to
high-quality MD simulation. However, using the new memoization
methodology, we face two challenges.
First, how to represent all pair-wise computation in a subgrid
such that we can efficiently identify and replace it as a whole is
challenging. Within a subgrid, particles are distributed randomly.
Using coordinates of particles in the subgrid to represent their distribution as a record in the lookup table would lead to massive
number of records, which causes high search overhead and large
memory consumption. Furthermore, different distributions of particles can represent the same computation, which can be leveraged
to increase the hit rate of the lookup table. For examples, a translational movement of particles in a subgrid causes a new distribution,
but the distance between particles after the movement remains
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the same, hence computation of inter-particle potential remains
the same. However recognizing the distribution similarity across
movements is challenging, because of the difference in coordinates
before and after the movement.
Second, the read/write memory access pattern to the lookup
table changes over time, demanding the lookup table to provide
high performance for both reads and writes. The memory accesses
are dominated by writes in the beginning of the MD simulation, in
order to populate lookup table. Once the lookup table is populated,
the memory accesses are dominated by reads in the remaining
of the MD simulation. The common data structures to build the
lookup table, such as B+ -tree [10] and LSM-tree [59], can provide
high performance for either reads or writes, but not both. Hence
they lack the flexibility to accommodate the variance of the memory
access pattern to the lookup table in the MD simulation.
To address the above challenges, we introduce a framework,
named MD-HM, to enable high performance memoization-based
MD simulation. To address the first challenge, we treat the distribution of particles in a subgrid as a pattern and introduce a lightweight
pattern recognition algorithm. The algorithm is not sensitive to the
translational movement of particles, which avoids repeated records
in the lookup table.
To address the second challenge, we introduce a new data structure (named two-phase LSM tree), which is a variant of the LSM tree.
The traditional LSM tree provides high performance for writes but
not reads. To address the above problem, the two-phase LSM tree
maintains the traditional multi-level structure in the LSM tree to
enable high-performance writes when writes dominate memory accesses in the beginning, but is compacted into a two-level structure
for a shorter read path when reads dominate memory accesses.
We summarize major constitutions as follows.
• We provide a memoization-based framework MD-HM that uses
big memory systems to accelerate MD simulations.
• We propose a two-phase LSM-tree to support efficient write and
read operations on lookup tables on NVM-DRAM;
• We introduce a computation replacement strategy to increase
replaced computation per lookup with ensured simulation stability.
• We show that MD-HM outperforms the state-of-the-art framework by 7.6x on average in nine MD simulations, and that MDHM on a single big memory node reaches the performance of
the numerical simulation on eight nodes.

2

BACKGROUND

MD simulations [4] model ensembles of particles, e.g., atoms and
molecules, in a gaseous, liquid, or solid state. MD simulations often
proceed in iterations of time steps. At each time step, interatomic
potentials are computed for each particle by prescribed potential
functions, and the position and velocity of particles are updated
by Newton’s laws of motion [37] for the next time step. During
MD simulations, stability is the most critical criterion to determine
simulation quality [2, 77]. The traditional MD simulation checks
some invariant (e.g., the energy invariant) during the simulation
to determine simulation stability. We use the energy invariant to
determine correctness and assist in our parameter selection.
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The computation of inter-atomic potentials dominates the simulation time because, for each particle, it requires O (𝑁 2 ) for modeling pair-wise interactions between 𝑁 particles – O (𝑁 3 ) in total.
On a modern processor, each pair computation typically takes 10−8
to 10−7 seconds [62, 86]. To reduce the computation cost, a cutoff distance (denoted as 𝐷𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑜 𝑓 𝑓 ) is often used to limit pair-wise
computation only to neighbor particles within 𝐷𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑜 𝑓 𝑓 . Figure 1(a)
illustrates the pairwise computation for two types of particles.
Potential functions, such as Lennard-Jones, Tersoff, Gay-Berne,
and Stillinger-Weber [20, 51, 76], are parameterized only by the
distance between a pair. Therefore, if different pairs have the same
distance, the computation of potentials is the same. However, in
direct numerical simulations, such computation will be repeated.
Lookup tables are often used to reduce the repeated computation of potentials. For instance, pairwise lookup tables [35, 54] use
the distance between a pair of particles as the key and save their
potentials as the value. In particular, the cutoff distance is often discretized by linear or squared interpolations into many entries, each
having its potential saved in the lookup table [47]. To replace the
computation of potential, the distance between particles is looked
up from the lookup table. Its closest match (called target) and other
close-enough entries (called adjacent entries) are averaged to reduce
interpolation error [27, 46]. Hence, one table lookup may replace
one potential computation. Due to randomness in accesses and the
latency to memory, pairwise lookup methods only bring limited
performance benefits.
Subgrid-based lookup tables have been used in computational
fluid dynamics simulations [12, 45, 52] that divide the whole force
field into multiple subgrids. Such simulations progress by computing the potentials among all particles in a subgrid and then accumulate potentials between subgrids. Those lookup tables use the
(hashed) coordinates of all particles in a subgrid as the key and save
the computation results in the subgrid as the value. Hence, one table
lookup could result in substantial computation reduction. Moreover,
using Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH) algorithms [13, 41, 72] for
hashing the coordinates of particles in a subgrid would result in
similar keys (i.e., adjacent locations in a table) for similar subgrids.
Nevertheless, a large number of particles in a subgrid would lead
to numerous combinations of particle coordinates (i.e., patterns),
which could cause explosive memory consumption. For example, a
liquid simulation with 2𝑒 + 7 patterns would require 1.2 TB memory
and thus is infeasible on conventional DRAM-only systems.
Non-volatile memory-based big memory system. High-density,
byte-addressable non-volatile memory (NVM) [5, 7] is promising
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Figure 2: LSM-tree-based key-value store.

for implementing large-capacity main memory. For instance, the recent Intel Optane DC Persistent Memory (DCPMM) could support
up to 9 TB memory capacity on a single machine [33, 60] Large
lookup tables that were unprecedented before have now become
feasible. However, current NVMs typically have lower performance
than DRAM, and its asymmetric performance in read and write
makes write access a performance bottleneck. Therefore, heterogeneous memory systems that combine the performance of DRAM
and the capacity of NVM are emerging.
In this work, we use an Intel DCPMM-based big memory system.
The DCPMM can be configured in either Memory, App Direct, or
Hybrid mode [33]. In Memory mode, DRAM becomes a hardwaremanaged cache to DCPMM, while in App Direct mode, accesses
to DCPMM and DRAM can be controlled at the application level
explicitly. DCPMM has a 174 ns and 304 ns latency for sequential
and random read. Its peak bandwidth on a socket with six memory
channels is 39 GB/s and 13 GB/s for read and write, respectively [60].
Log-structured merge tree. Lookup tables in MD simulations
are essentially a key-value store system. Various data structures
have been proposed to implement such storage systems [58]. In this
work, we consider the performance characteristics of NVMs and
access patterns in MD simulations and propose a new data structure
based on the traditional Log-Structured Merge (LSM) tree [59]. We
note that access to the lookup table during a simulation could be
write-intensive when lots of new key-value pairs need to be inserted
at runtime, and LSM-trees are write-optimized on NVM.
The traditional LSM-tree consists of a memory component and a
storage component (Figure 2). The memory component, including
active and immutable MemTables, is implemented in in-place sorted
data structures, e.g., skip-list [64]. The storage component has a
multi-level structure. Each level contains multiple sorted string table
(SST) files. When the active MemTable is full, it is converted into
the immutable MemTable, which is then compressed and flushed to
the storage. Similarly, when a level of the storage component is full,
its SST files are moved to the next level in a compaction process.
Therefore, writes to storage only occur in flush and compaction
operations, resulting in sequential writes that are friendly to storage
media. Random read from an LSM-tree, however, may have a long
latency because of the possibility of traversing multiple SST files
on multiple levels.

3

OVERVIEW OF MD-HM

We propose a memoization-based MD simulation framework on
Heterogeneous Memory (HM), called MD-HM. Figure 3 outlines
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its main components. The MD simulation drives the execution
flow and queries the lookup table for computation replacement.
MD-HM employs a pattern-matching algorithm to rapidly extract
features of a subgrid and recognize it as a pattern to search for the
matched subgrid in the lookup table. The lookup table is implemented in a two-phase LSM-tree designed to optimize both lookup
and insertion operations on DRAM-NVM heterogeneous memory.
Throughout a simulation, the computation replacement strategy
adapts parameters for simulation stability and lookup efficiency.
The workflow of a MD-HM simulation starts from initializing the
two-phase LSM-tree (Section 4) as the data storage for constructing
the subgrid lookup table. Based on the input problem, MD-HM
then builds a memoization-based simulation using suitable subgrid
size (Section 5.1) and query range (Section 5.2). At each time step,
to compute subgrid potentials, MD-HM tries to identify a subgrid
based on proposed lookup moments (Section 6.2) from the lookup
table. If a match is found (i.e., a hit), the stored potentials will be
used. Otherwise (i.e., a miss), direct numerical computation needs
to be performed, and a new subgrid-potentials pair will be inserted
into the lookup table. After the potential computation, all particles
will be updated to new positions, and their velocities will be updated
for the next time step.

4

TWO-PHASE LSM-TREE

Lookup table-based MD simulations exhibit two phases distinct
in read and write intensity. At the beginning of a simulation, the
lookup table is mostly empty. Thus, most lookups will “miss” and
result in inserting new entries of potentials from numerical computation into the lookup table, i.e., a simulation starts with a writedominant phase. As the simulation progresses, the lookup table
contains more entries so that lookups are more likely to “hit” in
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Define: 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜 𝑓 𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑠 𝑜 𝑓 𝐿𝑆𝑀-𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒 ← 𝑁
Set the 0-𝑡ℎ level to directly compress to the 𝑁 -𝑡ℎ level
for 𝑖 ← 1 to 𝑁 − 1 do
Compress the 𝑖-𝑡ℎ level to the 𝑁 -𝑡ℎ level
Delete the 𝑖-𝑡ℎ level
Flush out all the MemTables to the 0-𝑡ℎ level
Suspend flush operation
for 𝑗 ← 1 to 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜 𝑓 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 0-𝑡ℎ 𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 do
Compress the 𝑗-𝑡ℎ data block to the 𝑁 -𝑡ℎ level
Delete the 0-𝑡ℎ level and change 𝑁 -𝑡ℎ level to sorted 0-𝑡ℎ level
Deserialize all the SST files to data blocks in the 0-𝑡ℎ level
Build an index tree for each data block in the 0-𝑡ℎ level
Modify the flush operation that moves data block from DRAM
to NVM to compaction operation
Relaunch compaction operation between DRAM and NVM

the table. This phase is characterized as read-dominant. The original LSM-tree is designed for high-throughput write but results in
long-latency read due to its multi-level structure.
In this work, we propose a two-phase LSM-tree as the data storage for the subgrid lookup table. Our two-phase LSM-tree supports high-throughput write and low-latency read operations in
the write- and read- dominant phases, respectively. Two operations
are supported – read operation that searches for a subgrid, and
write operation that inserts a subgrid-potential pair. The main data
structures include a block index in DRAM, one-level data blocks
in NVM, and those in the original LSM-tree (e.g., MemTables and
block cache). The block index and data blocks are only activated in
the read-dominant phases, as illustrated in Figure 4.
In the write-dominant phase, the two-phase LSM-tree reuses
data layout and implementations in the original LSM-tree design
(see Section 2). When the hit rate on the lookup table exceeds
a threshold value, the simulation is considered to have entered
the read-dominant phase. The two-phase LSM-tree then triggers
phase transition to transform to new data structures in the readdominant phase.

4.1

Phase Transition

Phase transition compacts the multi-level SST files in NVM into a
one-level structure of data blocks in NVM (i.e., 𝐿0 in Figure 4) and
activates the block index in DRAM. It also performs a compaction

4.2

Read-Dominant Phase

MD-HM activates a new data structure – the block index in DRAM
when a simulation enters the read-dominant phase (i.e, the hit rate is
larger than 90%). MD-HM uses the block index to cache the location
information of data blocks and act as a bookkeeper of available
data blocks. This data block index organizes the in-memory index
(location information) of data blocks in NVM for high performance.
A read operation first searches active MemTable and immutable
MemTables to ensure the latest modified/new entry is fetched if any.
If no record is found in MemTables, MD-HM will query the block
index to find the required data block in NVM. If a pointer to the
data block is returned, it will be used to retrieve the data block in
NVM directly. Otherwise, it indicates no such data block has been
saved in the lookup table and MD-HM would bypass all searches in
NVM, unlike the original LSM-tree design. Consequently, at most
one data block on NVM is accessed, in contrast to the traversal of
multiple data blocks in the original LSM-tree. The block index in
DRAM and one-level structure in NVM significantly reduce read
amplification and the latency of read operations.
A write operation stores data to the MemTable in DRAM similarly to that in the write-dominant phase. Once the compaction
finishes and new block are persisted into NVM, a new block pointer
will be added to the block index. In the read-dominant phases, the
frequency of compaction operations is so low that its impact on
read operations is negligible.

5

COMPUTATION REPLACEMENT
STRATEGY

The subgrid lookup table method divides the whole force field into
multiple subgrids of a fixed subgrid size (denoted as 𝑆𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑔𝑟𝑖𝑑 ). The
computation of potentials in a subgrid is replaced by a query of
the subgrid in the two-phase LSM-tree data storage. Performance
improvement comes from the amount of computation replaced in
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operation to write MemTable into 𝐿0 to ensure data blocks are
ordered. We summarize this process in Alg 1. MD-HM performs
the transition in the background and the simulation progresses in
the numerical simulation mode during the process.
First, all levels above the 𝑁 -th level are compacted into the
𝑁 -th level (Line 2-6). This step reduces the hierarchical levels in
NVM. Next, all MemTables are flushed to the 0 − 𝑡ℎ level, which
is then directly compacted to the 𝑁 -th level (Line 7-11). Then, all
levels above the 𝑁 -th level are deleted, and the 𝑁 -th level is set
to be 0-th level (i.e., 𝐿0). SST files in 𝐿0 are deserialized into nonoverlapping and ordered data blocks (Line 12-13). Any records in
the data blocks can be reached directly by a pointer because of the
byte-addressability in NVM. Finally, an in-memory block index is
built in DRAM using the Block Range Index [74] for data blocks in
𝐿0.
The block index in DRAM accelerates locating a data block in
NVM on a given input key. Other data structures in the traditional
LSM-tree, such as the active MemTable, immutable MemTable, and
block cache, remain unchanged. The one-level structure of data
blocks avoids multi-level search in NVM as required in the original LSM-tree and requires small footprint in DRAM (quantified in
Figure 9(b)) to build the block index.
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Figure 5: The impact of subgrid size on reuse rate and performance for a silicon simulation with the Tersoff potential
function.

one lookup that hits in the lookup table. We identify subgrid size as
the key parameter that impacts both the hit rate in the lookup table
and the amount of replaced computation per hit. We propose an
empirical enumeration-based approach to determine the optimal
subgrid size in Section 5.1.
Simulation stability is another key factor that determines the
success of a computation replacement strategy. As a lookup table
based method, the subgrid lookup based method leverages interpolation to improve simulation accuracy, i.e., the returned results
are interpolated from multiple ’neighboring’ entries. We identify
the query range as the key parameter, and introduce a dynamic
adaptation algorithm to optimize the query range at runtime (see
Section 5.2).

5.1

Subgrid Size Selection

We select the subgrid size under the constraint of memory capacity
on a target platform and ensure high reuse rate of subgrids. Each
subgrid lookup will replace the computation of all potentials in
it. Therefore, larger subgrids increase computation replacement.
However, as the information (such as coordinates and forces) for
all particles in a subgrid needs to be stored in the lookup table, a
larger subgrid will also increase memory consumption. With largecapacity NVM integrated into the memory subsystems, the memory
capacity of a single machine is dramatically increased. Thus, the
NVM-based systems can enable large subgrid sizes infeasible on
conventional DRAM-based machines.
The reuse rate of subgrids is commensurate with the hit rate of
the lookup table, i.e., queries that mostly hit mean that subgrids in
the lookup table are reused. However, a larger subgrid size would
reduce the chance of a subgrid being reused because of the increased
number of possible subgrid patterns. We study the reuse rate and its
impact on performance in nine MD simulations at various subgrid
sizes and identify two critical observations for selecting the optimal
subgrid size.
Observation 1: The optimal subgrid size for performance improvement can be achieved by enumeration.
Figure 5 reports the reuse rates and corresponding performance
improvements over the numerical simulation LAMMPS at different
subgrid sizes for a silicon simulation with the Tersoff potential function. The lookup table is built from the first 10% simulation steps.
Under the memory limit of the testbed, the maximum subgrid size
is three times the cutoff distance. When the subgrid size increases,
the reuse rate decreases. Once the subgrid size exceeds 1.8 times
the cutoff distance, the reuse rate starts to decline rapidly. Low

2

Optimal Subgrid Size
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reuse rates indicate that most queries ’miss’ in the lookup table, i.e.,
requiring numerical simulation and insertion of new entries to the
table. Thus, we observe a sharp decrease in performance. The peak
performance improvement is achieved at the optimal subgrid size.
Observation 2: Simulations of the same materials are likely to
share a common optimal subgrid size.
Figure 6 reports simulations of nine materials using different
potential functions, their memory consumption, and optimal subgrid sizes. The results show that simulations of the same material
have the same optimal subgrid size. For example, both the S-W
and Tersoff potential functions are simulations for bulk silicon and
perform the best at the subgrid size of 1.8 times the cutoff distance.
We design an empirical enumeration-based strategy to determine
the optimal subgrid size for a simulation. For an MD simulation
of new material, we explore feasible subgrid sizes under the constraints of memory capacity. The subgrid size that corresponds to
the highest reuse rate is selected. This selection process is a onetime effort for each new material and the decision will be reused
for different potential functions of the same material.

5.2

Query Range Adaptation

Lookup tables [6, 54] usually include multiple entries adjacent to
the target for interpolation to improve simulation accuracy. The
parameter that determines the furthermost adjacent entries to be
included is denoted as query range.
We use a range operation to achieve high-precision interpolation.
The range operation first retrieves the entry closest to the target,
and then siblings within the query range. The final result is the
average of all included entries. A smaller query range would have
fewer but closer siblings. When the query range is too small and no
sibling or exact entry is found, MD-HM goes back to the traditional
numerical simulation. Hence, using a small query range is helpful
to improve accuracy but at a risk of losing performance. In contrast,
a large query range prolonging the range operation increases the
chance of finding siblings but may compromise the accuracy if siblings with drastically different values are included. As adjusting the
query range can impact accuracy, we propose an online algorithm
(Alg 2) to adapt the query range to ensure simulation stability.
In particular, at the end of each time step, MD-HM examines
whether the simulation is stable (Line 19) by calculating the difference (Δ𝐸) between the energy computed in the time step and an
energy invariant. If Δ𝐸 > 𝐸𝑡ℎ𝑟 where 𝐸𝑡ℎ𝑟 is a threshold typically
defined by the user in the traditional numerical simulation to indicate the maximum change in the energy allowed for simulation

10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:

Objective: minimize query range, subjected to Δ𝐸 less than 𝐸𝑡ℎ𝑟
Define: 𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑦 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 ← 𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑔𝑟𝑖𝑑 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒, 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 ← 0
Define: maximum number of energy-invariant-violating time
step 𝑁
while true do
if 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 < 𝑁 then
if Δ𝐸 < 𝐸𝑡ℎ𝑟 then
Drawn 𝜖 from a Gaussian distribution
1
if 𝜖 > 𝑙𝑛 (Δ𝐸)
then
Drop to a new value: 𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑦 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 ← 𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑦 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 +𝜖
Move on to the next time step using lookup table
𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 ← 0
else
Scale down: 𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑦 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 ← 𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑦 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 ∗𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒_𝑓 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟
Move on to the next time step using lookup table
𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 ← 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 + 1
else
Go back to the last checkpoint
Move on to the next time step using numerical simulation
Calculate the energy difference (Δ𝐸) in the current time step

stability, Alg 2 starts and adjusts the query range. Otherwise, simulation is stable and the query range is opportunistically increased
to increase the chance of finding siblings and hit rate (Lines 6-9).
Once the simulation is detected to be unstable, Alg 2 scales down
the query range (Line 13) by a predefined scale_factor (0.9 in this
study) and then the MD simulation continues to the next time
step using the new query range. Alg 2 continues scaling down the
query range, until the simulation becomes stable or 𝑁 time steps
have been tried to change the query range (Lines 13-15). If 𝑁 time
steps have been tried, Alg 2 reverts to the last checkpoint (Line 17)
where the MD simulation is stable. From the last checkpoint, the
MD uses traditional numerical simulation until reaching the last
energy-invariant-violating time step. From that time step, the MD
resumes the lookup table approach.
In general, MD-HM uses a combination of checkpointing, a traditional mechanism of detecting simulation stableness, and adapting
query range to ensure simulation stability. The number of time
steps, 𝑁 , is determined by considering computation loss due to
revert to the last checkpoint. In particular, the computation loss
should be smaller than the performance benefit from MD-HM. Alg 2
cannot use too many time steps to scale down the query range, because the computation loss will then outweigh the performance
benefit.

6

PATTERN RECOGNITION ALGORITHM

In this section, we propose a moment-based subgrid-pattern matching algorithm for computing the key of the lookup table. A naive
implementation of the lookup table would use the positions of particles in a subgrid as the key. If we visualize the positions of particles
in a subgrid, they form a shape. One shape could be a result of a
translational movement from another shape, and they have the
same potentials because the distances between particles remain
unchanged. Hence, we propose to use subgrid pattern, computed by

Moments have been extensively in shape matching in various applications [24, 30, 31]. The two-dimensional (𝑝 + 𝑞)-th order raw
moments 𝑚𝑝,𝑞 , central moments 𝜇𝑝,𝑞 , and normalized central moments 𝜂𝑝,𝑞 of a region 𝐷 are defined as follows:
∬

𝑥 𝑝 𝑦𝑞 𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑦) 𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦

(1)

(𝑥 − 𝑥𝑐 ) 𝑝 (𝑦 − 𝑦𝑐 )𝑞 𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑦) 𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦

(2)

𝑚𝑝,𝑞 =
𝐷

∬
𝜇𝑝,𝑞 =
𝐷

𝜂𝑝,𝑞 =

𝜇𝑝,𝑞
(𝑝+𝑞)/2+1

𝜇 0,0

(3)

where 𝑝, 𝑞 are non-negative integers, 𝑥𝑐 = 𝑚 1,0 /𝑚 0,0 and 𝑦𝑐 =
𝑚 0,1 /𝑚 0,0 . The point (𝑥𝑐 , 𝑦𝑐 ) is the centroid of the region 𝐷. 𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑦)
is a continuous bounded function. For MD simulation problem, the
coordinate precision for 𝑥 and 𝑦 is discrete and usually determined
by lookup table density empirically [35]. The continuous function
represents the atom type at the position (𝑥, 𝑦), and the type is 0 if
no particle exists. All moments of all orders exist unique values for
different subgrid patterns.
For MD simulations, a subgrid pattern can be represented by a
set of moments that extract features for distinguishing patterns. In
particular, the moments should be translation invariant because a
translation does not change the potentials. Rotations change the
order of replacement between particles and scaling movements
change the distance. Consequently, the moments should distinguish rotation and scale as different patterns. The required moment
algorithm needs to be translation invariant but rotation and scaling
sensitive.
Here we define three transformations to a pattern, and these
transformations can be expressed as: Translation, 𝑥ˆ = 𝑥 + 𝑡𝑥 , 𝑦ˆ =
𝑦 + 𝑡 𝑦 ; Rotation, 𝑥ˆ = 𝑥 cos 𝜃 − 𝑦 sin 𝜃 , 𝑦ˆ = 𝑥 sin 𝜃 + 𝑦 cos 𝜃 ; Scaling,
𝑥ˆ = 𝑥 ∗ 𝑠𝑥 , 𝑦ˆ = 𝑦 ∗ 𝑠 𝑦 , where (𝑡𝑥 , 𝑡 𝑦 ) is the translation vector or
shift vector, 𝜃 is a particular angle of rotation from its origin, and
(𝑠𝑥 , 𝑠 𝑦 ) is the scaling factor in X and Y direction, respectively.
The central moments are invariants to translational movement
but sensitive to rotational and scaling movements [8, 48]. Naturally,
the central moments seem an appropriate choice. However, the
central moments alone cannot extract enough features to represent
patterns, e.g., different subgrid patterns may have the same central
moments. The Hu moments [30] introduced seven moments polynomials formed from the three aforementioned moments to extract
enough features for pattern recognition. However, the Hu moments
are invariants to translational, rotational, and scaling movements.
Therefore, a new set of moments is needed for the subgrid pattern
recognition in MD simulations.

6.2

Lookup Moments

We propose lookup moments as a set of seven moments that combine
the central moments and Hu moment polynomials to satisfy the
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lookup moments as the key of the lookup table. We define lookup
moments to be translation invariant but rotation and scaling sensitive. Using subgrid pattern as the key avoids storing redundant
keys and reduces memory consumption.
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Figure 7: Normalized moments of translation(a), rotation(b),
scaling(c), and the distribution of the lookup moments invariants(d).
unique requirements of subgrid pattern recognition. The seven
moments are defined as follows:
𝑀1 = 𝜇 0,2 + 𝜇 0,3
𝑀2 = 𝜇 2,0 + 𝜇 3,0
𝑀3 = 𝜇 1,2 + 𝜇 1,3
𝑀4 = 𝜇 2,1 + 𝜇 3,1
𝑀5 = (𝜂 3,0 − 3𝜂 1,2 ) 2 + (3𝜂 2,1 − 3𝜂 0,3 ) 2

(4)

𝑀6 = (𝜂 3,0 + 𝜂 1,2 ) 2 + (𝜂 2,1 + 𝜂 0,3 ) 2
𝑀7 = 2𝜂 1,1 [(𝜂 3,0 + 𝜂 1,2 ) 2 − (𝜂 2,1 + 𝜂 0,3 ) 2 ]
− 2(𝜂 2,0 − 𝜂 0,2 )(𝜂 1,2 + 𝜂 0,3 )(𝜂 2,1 + 𝜂 0,3 )
where 𝑀1 -𝑀4 are composed of the central moments for invariance
to translation and sensitivity to rotation and scaling. 𝑀5 -𝑀7 enrich
feature extraction to distinguish subgrid patterns that may have the
same central moments. Among them, 𝑀5 and 𝑀6 are adopted from
the Hu moments while 𝑀7 is a complement of 𝑀5 -𝑀6 by invariant
theorems [66].
Previous analysis shows that the central moments eliminate the
influence from translational movements and retain sensitivity to
rotation and scaling. Combining moment polynomials in the Hu
moments extracts adequate features to distinguish subgrid patterns
indistinguishable by the central moments. Our lookup moments
satisfy the requirements of subgrid pattern in MD simulation at a
low computation cost.

6.3

Effectiveness Evaluation

We evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed lookup moments
by collecting 400𝑘 subgrids from nine MD simulations. We build
variants of these subgrids and report their average lookup moments
in Figure 7(a-c).
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Figure 8: Performance comparison of nine MD simulations using LAMMPS, MD-HM with RocksDB-PMEM, and MD-HM with
two-phase LSM-tree. And a relative error comparison using pairwise and subgrid lookup tables.
We apply a series of horizontal or vertical shifts to these subgrids.
Figure 7(a) presents the seven moments after these translational
movements. All moments remain stable when these translational
movements are applied, indicating that lookup moments are translation invariant. To verify the sensitivity to rotation and scaling,
0-180 degrees rotation and 1-5 times scaling are applied. Figure 7(bc) shows that the first four moments increase as the angle of rotation and the factor of scaling increases. Therefore, the lookup
moments are sensitive to rotational and scaling movements. Finally,
we visualize the moments on 25 randomly selected subgrids. Figure 7(d) shows that each subgrid reaches a specific value of the
seven moments. The average coefficient of variation (COV) [1] of
lookup moments is 68.37%, indicating high variability. For the low
probability of different patterns resulted in the same moments, the
checkpointing mechanism (Section 5.2) would suffice to ensure
simulation stability.

6.4

Key Computation

We use the hash value of lookup moments as the key and the coordinates and potentials of particles inside a subgrid as the value to build
the subgrid lookup table. In particular, We choose locality-sensitive
hashing (LSH) [17] for hashing lookup moments so that similar
subgrids will have similar keys. As the similarity between subgrids
is embedded in keys, search for sibling subgrids within a query
range in the range operation (see Section 5.2) is straightforward.

7

EVALUATION

Platform. We evaluate MD-HM on a server equipped with two
Intel Xeon Gold 6252N 24-core processors running Linux 5.4.0. Each
socket has 12 DIMM slots, six for 16-GB DDR4 DRAM modules,
and six for 128-GB Optane DC modules. In total, the system has 192
GB DRAM and 1.5 TB NVM. We configure the Optane DC to App
Direct Mode for maximum control. We also use a 32-node cluster
based on EDR InfiniBand network, and each node has two Intel
Xeon Platinum 8268 24-core processors and 128 GB of DRAM.
Input problems. We use nine molecular dynamics problems that
cover a wide range of applications and come from LAMMPS benchmarks [63], summarized in Table 1 where FLOPs represents the
number of floating-point operands per atom-step, Patterns stands
for the number of patterns collected using MD-HM-based MD simulation, and Size is the capacity for storing all the subgrid patterns
without using the lookup moments to detect repeated translational
movements. The average number of neighbors ranges from 30 to

Table 1: Input problems and parameters.

Problem
S-W
L-J
EAM
MEAM
Tersoff
ADP
G-B
AIREBO
DPD

System
bulk Si
liquid
bulk Cu
bulk Ni
bulk Si
bulk Ni
ellipsoid
polyethylene
pure solvent

Neighs
30.0
76.9
75.5
48.8
30.0
48.8
140
681
41.3

FLOPs
151
37
86
610
173
258
1017
1502
57

Patterns
3.25e+7
1.95e+7
1.93e+7
3.31e+7
3.25e+7
3.31e+7
6.51e+6
3.39e+6
2.62e+7

Size(TB)
0.393
1.155
1.113
0.782
0.393
0.782
1.279
1.544
0.526

681, and each potential calculation requires 37 to 1502 floatingpoint operands. 100𝐾 particles are used, and the simulations run 1
million time steps for a typical setting [26, 42, 73].
Implementation and baselines. MD-HM is implemented based
on LAMMPS [14]. We implement the computation replacement
strategy and pattern recognition algorithm as a patch to LAMMPS.
The two-phase LSM-tree is implemented as an extension of keyvalue store RocksDB-PMEM (v6.2.2) [21]. The statistics of modifications given by git diff is 13 files changed, 1582 insertions(+), and
47 deletions(-). The code is compiled with GCC-9.3 with the “-O3”
option. Experiments run with 48 OpenMP threads, and the data
block size in RocksDB-PMEM is 64 MB.

7.1

Overall Performance and Stability

We evaluate the performance and stability of MD-HM in nine MD
simulations, including solid-state materials, soft matter, coarsegrained, and mesoscopic systems. For comparison, we use the numerical simulation LAMMPS as the baseline. To understand the
benefit of the two-phase LSM-tree data storage, we also use a version of MD-HM built atop RocksDB-PMEM, the state-of-the-art
key-value store. Figure 8 presents the end-to-end performance of
these simulations, including computation phases (about 5-13% of
the total execution time) that perform tasks other than potential
computation, such as coordinates update and neighbor construction.
Overall, MD-HM outperforms the baseline numerical framework on all input problems by up to 9.71× and 7.62× on average.
Without the two-phase LSM-tree data storage (i.e., MD-HM with
RocksDB-PMEM), the subgrid lookup based framework outperforms the baseline on six problems (i.e., S-W, MEAM, Tersoff, ADP,
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Figure 9: Overhead and memory consumption.
G-B, and AIREBO), achieving an average 4.41× speedup. However,
due to the high read latency of RocksDB-PMEM, MD-HM with
RocksDB-PMEM underperforms the baseline in three problems (L-J,
EAM, and DPD). Our analysis shows that these problems have low
FLOPs (typically lower than 90) for the computation of potential,
which increases the impact of read latency due to frequent queries
to lookup table. This challenge is addressed by the shallow search
hierarchy in our proposed two-phase LSM-tree data storage. Thus,
MD-HM with the two-phase LSM-tree outperforms the RocksDBPMEM based implementation by an average speedup of 2.76×. We
highlight that for the computation part of MD, MD-HM with twophase LSM-tree can achieve higher performance, and the average
speedup is 27.93× (up to 48.07× for AIREBO problem).
We identify three characteristics for an MD simulation to benefit
substantially from MD-HM. First, The potential function requires
high FLOPs (more than 90 on our platform), which indicates that one
query on the lookup table can replace a lot of computation. Second,
a subgrid contains a large number of particles, which reduces the
frequency of querying the lookup table. Finally, simulation phases
other than the computation of potentials, e.g., updating particle
position and constructing neighbor, only take a small portion of
the total time. These characteristics help the user to decide the
appropriate simulation approach for a given problem.
Figure 8 also reports simulation stability. We use the relative energy error [35] as the metric to evaluate simulation correctness. This
metric is defined as Δ𝐸 = |𝐸𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 − 𝐸𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑐 |/|𝐸𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑐 |, where
𝐸𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 and 𝐸𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑐 are the final energy values calculated with and
without using lookup tables, respectively. We use the energy values
calculated using the numerical simulation as ground truth. When
using the lookup-based approach, we compare pairwise lookup
table and subgrid lookup table (i.e., MD-HM using adaptive query
range). Figure 8 shows that using MD-HM, the relative energy error
is consistently below the error-tolerable threshold (0.001%) [35].
This indicates that MD-HM has high quality. Moreover, compared
with the traditional pairwise lookup table, MD-HM has similar relative errors in seven problems, and smaller errors in two problems
(G-B and AIREBO).

7.2

Performance Analysis

Overhead breakdown. Five components contribute most overhead of MD-HM framework – moments calculation, retrieval in
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Figure 10: Hit rates on the lookup table as the simulation
progresses.
MemTable, retrieval in index tree, retrieval in data block, and potentials transfer. Among them, moments calculation comes from the
subgrid pattern recognition algorithm, potentials transfer comes
from the computation replacement strategy, and the others come
from the two-phase LSM-tree data storage. We report the breakdown of these overheads in the nine simulations in Figure 9(a).
We categorize the simulations into either moments-dominant or
DRAM/NVM retrieval-dominant. The moments-dominant simulation is characterized by high moments calculation and high data
transfer. Such problems have a large number of neighbors in a subgrid, resulting in more overhead in calculating the lookup moments
and transferring retrieved potentials into the MD simulation. For
instance, moments calculation and potential transfer attribute 40%,
63%, and 74% overhead in ADP, G-B, and AIREBO problems.
The remaining problems are dominated by overhead from accessing the two-phase LSM-tree, and they can be classified as either
DRAM or NVM retrieval dominant. S-W, L-J, EAM, MEAM problems
have a high cost in retrieval in MemTable and index tree that are
stored on DRAM, accounting for 54%, 50%, 56%, and 48% overhead.
Retrieval block index only takes an average of 10% overhead while
MemTable takes 43-49% overhead because these problems have
smaller subgrids and need to retrieve more entries in MemTable.
Finally, Tersoff and DPD are dominated by NVM access. They have
61% and 49% overhead from retrieval in data block. The overhead of
traversing the data block is proportional to the number of entries in
the data block. As Tersoff and DPD problems have a smaller number
of neighbors, a data block would contain more entries, costing more
time in traversing data blocks.
Memory consumption. Figure 9(b) reports the DRAM and NVM
usage compared to the total memory capacity (including DRAM and
NVM). We find that using the lookup moments reduces the memory
consumption by 27.4% on average, compared to the naive implementation without using the lookup moments to detect repeated
translational movement.
Note that the native implementation would stores all coordinates and potentials in Table 1 in the lookup table. Our lookup
moments approach recognizes subgrid patterns to avoid storing
duplicate keys with translational movements. Also, most entries in
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Figure 11: Comparing the numerical simulation on a cluster
with MD-HM on an NVM-based node.

the lookup table are stored in NVM. The DRAM usage is less than
15%, indicating that our approach is applicable on machines with
relatively small DRAM and can release DRAM space for large-scale
MD simulation.
Effectiveness of Lookup Table. The subgrid lookup table is expected to capture most subgrid patterns in a simulation as the simulation advances, i.e., the hit rates on the table increases throughout
a simulation. To evaluate the effectiveness of the lookup table in
MD-HM, we report the hit rates at different timesteps in nine problems in Figure 10. Only the first 10% of the total timesteps are shown
because the hit rates converge afterward.
The lookup table reaches over 95% hit rate in 90k timesteps
for all problems. Different problems have a diverse profile of the
hit rates. For instance, Tensoff has most patterns collected within
the first 1k timesteps, and its hit rate converges at about 98.8%.
Tensoff has a short construction time of the lookup table because
the number of neighbors of each particle is relatively small, resulting
in a small number of patterns that need to be collected. ADP and
G-B achieve a hit rate of about 97% in 90k timesteps, i.e., about 9% of
the total timesteps. Once most patterns are collected in the lookup
table, subsequent timesteps are mostly read-intensive with a high
lookup table hit rate, indicating the completion of the transition
from intensive potential computation into read-intensive query
lookups. The transition from write- to read-dominant phase is
measured to complete in fewer than 5% of the total timesteps.

7.3

Scalability

We compare MD-HM running on a single NVM-based node with
the traditional numerical simulation running on a cluster of 32
nodes without NVM. On the cluster, we evaluate the weak and
strong scalability of nine MD simulations and report in Figure 11.
The weak scalability indicates the ability to handle larger-scale
simulations with more resources. The strong scalability indicates
the speedup on a fixed problem with increased resources.
Figure 11 shows that MD simulations demonstrate good weak
and strong scalability. This is because MD simulations often have

high compute intensity and low communication overhead. The
performance of the MD-HM on an NVM node is indicated by the
red line on Figure 11. We show that MD-HM on one NVM node can
outperform the numerical simulation on eight nodes commonly.
In some cases, such as Tersoff and G-B, MD-HM can even reach
the numerical simulation on 16 nodes. As MD-HM has similar
scalability as the numerical simulation, the performance of MD-HM
is expected to scale as the number of NVM-based nodes increases.

8

RELATED WORK

Memoization. The memoization approach works by storing the
output of functions for later reuse with identical input. By converting the floating-point calculations to the memory access, the
success of memoization critically depends on efficiently indexing
structures and fast access to the data. The memoization technique
has been studied in many fields. Franyell et al. [71] propose a fuzzy
memoization scheme that avoids more than 24.2% of computation
for RNN training. Liu et al. [44] replace a long sequence of instructions with a two-level lookup table. Keramidas et al. [38] memoized
the outcomes of a fragment shaders that compute the final color
value of pixel using arithmetic operations and texture fetches, thus
the precision of arithmetic operations can be reduced more aggressively for high performance. Rahimi et al. [65] reused the result
of instructions across different lanes of SIMD to reduce error recovery overhead. Arjun et al. [75] use large memoization tables
to capture long intervals of repetition to benefit computationally
intensive pure functions. Keramidas et al. [38] memoized the outcomes of a fragment shaders that compute the final color value of
pixel using arithmetic operations and texture fetches, thus the precision of arithmetic operations can be reduced more aggressively
for high performance. Lin et al. [55, 56] used LSH to reuse earlier
computations in the field of DNN.
MD simulation using pairwise lookup table. Since MD simulation is based on potential functions, there are many works to explore
the use of memoization for function-level reuse. Nilsson [38] proposed an efficient way to use lookup table without the need to
calculate inverse square roots spline interpolation, and achieved
1.5x-2x speedup compared with standard calculations. Jaewoon et
al. [35] proposed a short-range approach by defining energy and
gradient as a linear function of inverse distance squared to enhance
the accuracy of lookup table. However, these approaches are based
on pairwise computation of replacing one potential computation
with bounded speedup. In this work, we focus on subgrid-based
simulation for higher performance improvement.
Non-volatile memory for HPC. HPC applications [15, 16, 28, 43,
67, 68, 70, 82–84] generally have significant memory consumption.
A lot of work have explored the use of non-volatile memory in some
HPC applications [23, 53, 61, 80, 81]. Nguyen et. al [53] introduce
a multi-version octree on PM to enable adaptive mesh simulation
on PM. Unimem [80] uses performance modeling to decide data
placement for MPI-based HPC applications. Siena [61] explores
rich organizations and configurations of HM architecture for HPC
applications to determine optimal system designs. Tahoe [81] combines a machine learning model and an analytical model to predict
application performance across multiple memory components for
task-parallel programs. Some works leverage the non-volatility of

MD-HM: Memoization-based Molecular Dynamics Simulations on Big Memory System

NVM for checkpoint [19, 69]. Our work is different from them by
using the big memory capacity of NVM to accelerate MD simulations.
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CONCLUSION

Memoization techniques play an important role in many scientific
and engineering applications. However, how to use them efficiently
for MD simulation is challenging because of the enormous storage for patterns and the requirement of simulation stability. This
paper designs a runtime framework called MD-HM, which builds
a new data structure and eliminates redundant patterns. Results
show that MD-HM yields better performance than the numerical
simulation and the state-of-the-art key-value store. We expect more
computation-intensive tasks can be inspired by our method to use
big memory systems to accelerate performance.
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